These ebooks and ejournals, available via the IET Virtual Library, have been selected on the topics of leadership and management. They cover topics such as building your career, project management and leading a team.

theiet.org/virtual-library
Ejournals (provided by EBSCO)

Career Development Quarterly (Articles on career assessment and measurement, career counseling practices, career indecision, case histories and work and family.)

International Leadership Journal (Focused on leadership, including theory and research, education and development, practice and application.)

Journal of Career Development (Provides professionals with the most up-to-date concepts, ideas, and methodology in career development theory, research, and practice.)

Journal of Engineering Education (Publishes articles on the field of engineering education, including the knowledge and competencies possessed by engineers, and how these are learned and assessed.)

Ebooks (provided by EBSCO)

The Leader Lab: Core Skills to Become a Great Manager, Faster, Tania Luna and LeeAnn Renninger. (2021). This book is based on LifeLabs Learning’s successful workshop series. It combines research, tools, and an approachable style that makes it a valuable professional resource.

Effective Team Leadership for Engineers, Pat Wellington and Niall Foster. (2009). Packed with practical information, advice and case studies, this book not only presents you with the insights to get your team rapidly up to speed and working to their full potential, but also shows how to problem solve, and keep the team on track through turbulent times.

Communications Skills for Project Managers, Michael G. Campbell. (2009). This book provides readers with the skills they need for ensured project success, every time. Communications Skills for Project Managers provides practical advice and strategies for ensuring success, even in the face of shifting organizational priorities, constantly evolving expectations, and leadership turnover.

Advance: The Ultimate How-To Guide For Your Career, Gary Burnison. (2020). Includes advice on taking your career to the next level, career development tips and guidance on being seen and heard.


Future-Ready Leadership: Strategies for the Fourth Industrial Revolution, Chris R. Groscurth. (2019). Provides executive leadership teams with the information, tools, and advice they need to lead their organizations into the future of work, characterized by transformative, smart, and connected technologies already under way, including artificial intelligence, the internet of things, and automation.

Lean Six Sigma and Statistical Tools for Engineers and Engineering Managers, Wei Zhan and Xuru Ding. (2016). The book focuses on the introduction of the basic concepts, processes, and tools used in Lean Six Sigma. A unique feature is the detailed discussion on Design for Six Sigma aided by computer modeling and simulation.


Leadership Briefings (Covers leadership in business, project management, personal development and leading teams.)

Industrial Management (Articles for industrial managers on organizational activity, distribution, marketing, management data systems, production, computer selection, energy conservation, financial planning and control.)

Engineering Management Journal (Articles and features related to the management of engineering and technical professionals.)

Advances in Engineering Education (Focuses on advances in engineering education practice including innovations in course and curriculum design, teaching, and assessment.)

Harvard Business Review (Presents analysis of management problems and helpful commentary on advanced thinking and practice in all fields of management and administration.)

Further resources from the IET

- Engineer to Manager - An Introduction to Management (IET course)
- Communities and Networks
- Factfiles
- IET Academy
- IET Digital Library
- Technical Webinars

Help and contacts

If you need any assistance on using library collections and resources you can contact us via email at: libdesk@theiet.org. You can also discover more resources and support provided by the IET Library and Archives at our homepage.

IET members can access the Virtual Library via the single sign-on (SSO) service. If you are experiencing difficulties logging in via the SSO please contact the membership services team at membership@theiet.org.

Visit theiet.org/virtual-library to view more content.